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translating between 
world and computer

translating resistance to voltage HIGH, LOW PWM

translating analog to digital

sensing actuating



intro to electricity

Voltage (V) - is electrical pressure or force. 
Sometimes referred to as potential. Voltage drop 
is the difference in voltage between the two ends 
of a conductor through which current is flowing. 

Current (I) - is the quantity of electronics passing 
a given point. 
The unit of current is Ampere.
1 Amp = 6,280,000,000,000,000,000 electronics 
passing a point in one second.

Resistance (R) - conductors are not perfect, 
they resist the flow of current to some degree. 
the unit of resistance is the Ohm (Ω).

book tip: Forrest M. Mims “Getting Started in Electronics”

Water Analogy
If we compare electricity to water flowing 
through a pipe, then:
Voltage is the water pressure,
Current is the stream of flow of water,
Resistance is the valve.



Ohm’s Law:



simple LED circuit

schematic symbols:

power supply resistor variable resistor switchLED



constructed from layering a piece 
of Velostat between two pieces of 
copper tape on paper and folded in 
half.

analog sensor

swatch: velostat pressure sensor

light press: ________ Ohm

hard press: ________ Ohm

Resistor: __________ Ohm



Velostat



Piezoresistance
“Piezo”, derived from 
the Greek piezein, 
which means to 
squeeze or press

Tactile sensing in dexterous robot hands
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282557394_Tactile_sensing_in_dexterous_
robot_hands_-_Review/figures?lo=1 
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but..............what if...... the light 

should go off when I 

press the sensor?



micro
CONTROLLER
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sensing
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(ADC)



MULTIMETERS
auto-ranging manual-range

in this mode it 
will beep when 
there is a direct 
connection (<100 
ohm)

the numbers on the dial are not 
multipliers, but indicate the maxi-
maum reading range.
for example: if the dial is on 20K and 
the display says “12.4” 
then you are reading 12.4K ohm or 
12,400 ohm



light press: ________ Ohm

hard press: ________ Ohm



hard press: 50 Ohmlight press: 300 Ohm

















1K Ohm ? V

1K Ohm ? V

5V



1K Ohm 2.5 V

1K Ohm 2.5 V

5V



2K Ohm ? V

500 Ohm ? V

5V



2K Ohm 4 V

500 Ohm 1 V

5V





1000 Ohm

50 -
300 Ohm

0.1 -
0.2 V

4.9 -
4.8 V

5V



200 Ohm

50 -
300 Ohm

1 -
3 V

4 -
2 V

5V



light press: ________ V

hard press: ________ V



VOLTAGE 
DIVIDERPULL-UP

RESISTOR

VARIBLE
RESISTOR



QUESTIONS?
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Arduino





ADC









open Arduino IDE...



open: File >> Examples >> Communication >> Graph



select Board



select Port



upload



open Serial Monitor



ANALOG
DIGITAL
CONVERTER
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ANALOG
DIGITAL
CONVERTER
(ADC)



TIP: 
internal pull-up resistors!



20K Ohm

R

EXTERNAL PULLUP INTERNAL PULLUP (20K)









open Serial Monitor



EXTERNAL PULLUP INTERNAL PULLUP (20K)

200 Ohm 20K Ohm

50 -
300 Ohm

50 -
300 Ohm

1 -
3 V

0 -
0.1 V

4 -
2 V

5 -
4.9 V

5V 5V





QUESTIONS?



actuating

HIGH, LOW PWM



digital -----------> HIGH / LOW

HIGH - 1 - VCC - on

LOW - 0 - GND - off



digital ---------> PWM

PULSE
WIDTH
MODULATION

“fake
analog”


